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Not€s: l. Assume suitable data u,herever necessary.

2. Use ofpen Blue/Black inlJreEtl only for writing the answer book.

l. a)

b)

2. a)

b)

3. a)

6.

Explain : a) Signal b) Mail Box

What do you mean by priority inversion? Expiain with an example.

OR

Differcntiate berween Seruaphore and Mutex.

Explain : a) Timer. b) Pibes

Explain the PIC l8 timer.

b) Whst RISC stands for? Explain some ofthe features ofRISC as implemented by PIC 18

miclo cootroller,

OR

a) Show the status ofthe C, DC and Z flag affer the addition of9 CH and 64 H in the

following instruction
MOV LW 9CH
ADD LW 64H

b) List the dilfered assembler directive and explain any thre€ oftben,

a) What is an interrupt? Explain how it can be enabled and disabled.

b) Write a PIC I E program to get a byte of dats from port C. If it is less tha! I 0O send it to
porl B otherwis€ s€trd it to port D.

OR

a) Explain following instructions

r) BNZ 2) BbF

3) RCALL

b) Write a C l8 program to rogglc all tbe bits of port C and pon D coEtitruously with a 250 ms
delay.
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87 a) Draw a trctwork flow graph which can be used to find a prccmptive cyclic schedule ofthc
periodic task

Tt = (3,1,7), T2 = (4,1) ard T3 =6,2,4,8)

b) Explain the advantages and disadvantages ofclock driven scheduling.

OR

Wbat fu a static Schedule? Explain the algori0rm for Scheduling lndependent preenptable
tasL

b) What is a sporadicjob? Explain its Scheduling.

a) Ciw two differert explanarioo \ahy tht periodic task (2,1), (4,1) and (8,2) are Schedulable
by tbe RM algorithm.

b) Disdnguish between fixed priority and dyna.Eric priority algorirhm.

OR

8.a

9.

10. a)

b)

ll. a)

b)

12. a)

b)
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Explain thc EDF algorithm.

Explaio :

i) Busy lntervals

ii) Codexr Switch

Explain the constant utilization server algorithm.

Compar€ polled execution with bandwidth preserviog sen er.

OR

Explain operations of a Deferrable Server.

What is a sporadic j ob? Exptain its Schedutability in deadline &iver system.
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